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ABSTRACT
This thesis aims to define and understand the post-digital
within architecture, beyond its critical contribution to
the realm of architectural imagery. The theory that is
developed, argues that a post-digital practice of utilizing
sourced material can contribute to the discipline of the
design of architectural elements, components, and
spaces as much so as it may contribute to the development
of architectural imagery. Despite the atmosphere of
difference that characterizes the contemporary debate
over the definition of the digital condition, there is shared
agreement that the post-digital indeed reigns as the
hallmark of a contemporary era that establishes itself as
after-digital.
From this known I argue that the influence of extremely
large data sets characterized in search-based consumption
that may be analyzed computationally to reveal patterns,
trends, and associations within not only architectural
imagery, but the development of post-digital architectural
spatial constructs as well.
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Mark Rothko, Untitled, 1947

Yves Klein, Anthropométrie de l’Époque bleue, 1960

Modern
Post-Modern
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INTRODUCTION
The act of post-digital assemblage can probe and test the
limits and constraints of digital architecture in and of itself.
It currently contains possibilities for disclosure within
the realm of representation that accept the importance
of hybridization between found and assembled forms.
This thesis begins with questioning how architecture
can utilize and engage with its disciplinary history of
architectural representation as a post- digital practice of
sourced architectural material.

Thus the obvious visual ‘similarity’ is juxtaposed against
the art-era: Modern versus Post-Modern. Both paintings
utilize the same materials (paint+ canvas) though the
application technique differs (brush versus human
body). Post- Modernism does not reject Modernist Art
Movements, rather critiques and adapts its techniques.
A similar theory applies to the Post-Digital and its
relationship to digital architecture, and the adaptation
that occurs therein.

Inputs, layers, and algorithms accessed through
the search are parenthetical to the contemporary
architectural drawing. An understanding of a maturedigital architecture acknowledges that new terrain within
computational drawing derives from possibilities situated
within the technique and theory of the post-digital.
Developing and synthesizing the contemporary relevance
of the representational advantages of utilizing a postdigital practice defined by ‘sourcing’ is not only relevant
to the discipline of architecture, it is essential in the age
of cyberspace.
The comparison between Digital and Post-Digital
Representation is similar to the differentiation between
Mark Rothko’s Untitled Blue, an Abstract Expressionist
painting and Yves Klein’s Anthropométrie de l’Époque
bleue, a New Realism i.e. Postmodern painting (though
rather than traditional painting one would imagine, Klein
uses the act of application with human body).

11

Monumento Continuo, Superstudio, 1969
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THESIS STATEMENT
To understand the use, relevance, and possibilities of
the post-digital within the contemporary architectural
discourse, by defining how architectural spaces can be
critically produced and consumed through the process of
search-based sourcing.
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Transcript 001_
J-“to say that one of Sam Jacob’s projects infact is a little bit kitch, is understating it
by a lot, and I think he would be upset because it wasn’t extremely ‘kitch’. Anyway....I
thought the point where you were starting to suggest that representation, where, the vingette
or the drawing is based on ‘film’...Farenheit 451 or whatever. Becasse at that point you
can think about time based media and that, you know, we have the possibility of engaging in
the ‘collage’ and ‘montage’ in the sense that someone is creating a film, creates a montage.
And that, that signifies a post-digital condition. So that if you think about in film, most
aren’t digital in nature, per-say, but absolutely created in digital environments. You think
about narrative-based construction, soundtrack, the way in which Eisenstein deals with the
cut, it is important. All that is ‘beyond’ the realm of architecture, but now representation
is certainly within it.” The culture of sampling is now Extremely Prevelant. Yes, You’re
right. ALl of the work in the AA Has a level of assemblage to it. It revisits past versions
of representation, working through it in a deliberate way. There is no pretense that the work
solely belongs to them. The cut-and-paste culture is part of it. I would say very directly,
sourcing is acceptable. It happens in writing, in music, it does not remain in music. The
ethiical break allows modes of reprsentation to source, it becomse richer in that way. You
could be a bit tighter in your argument...

Monumento Continuo, Superstudio, 1969
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1
ROOTS OF REPRESENTATION
20th Century Collage Culture in Architecture
Digital Era Architecture
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001_CTN:
K-Right now The project is a historical and current analysis of representation in architecture,
both prior to and within post-digital representation. I do believe that these drawings talk
about space in a narrative-based manner, unlike the construction document. This practice
is pre-digital in nature, but the post-digital revitalizes architectural reprsentation in a
way that uses different tools.
R-So are you seeking the possibilities of architectural representation that we have not had?
Yes, but not through a technique or a method, but understanding drawings in a way that talk
about space without the need for typical convention.

Resor House Collage, Mies van der Rohe, 1937, Collage, 36”x24”, MoMA Permanent Collection.

Portrait of an Artist (David Hockney), Lujac Desautel, Collage, 36” x24”.

Analog vs. Digital
16

I.
Archigram, OMA, and Superstudio are among twentieth
century participants in collage culture; its evolution
can be traced as both an aesthetic technique central
to architectural representation and a cultural practice
of layering, juxtaposition, and remix that conjures
architecture in a new way. Projects such as Rem
Koolhaas’s EXODUS or the Voluntary Prisoners of
Architecture (A.A. Thesis 1972),1 and Peter Cook’s
Walking City (1961) 2, along with photo-collages of Mies
van der Rohe were completed as avant-garde experiments
in photomontage, graphic design, and image.

Many of the collages done by Mies van der Rohe were,
largely made up of whitespace; line-drawn perspective
grids delineate the plains of floor and ceiling, while two,
or possibly three, interior partitions block views out
of plate- glass windows. Many of these partitions are
adorned with patterned marble or modernist paintings by
Kandinsky or “Guernica” by Picasso.
The example on the left features a contemporary collage
that reassembles Mies van der Rohe’s Resor House with
David Hockney’s 1971 Pool with Two Figures. Often the
work curates a narrative--in this case the exploitation of a
style reappropriated with digital tools--all materials were
sourced through a digital search.

The technique is used as a low-tech manifesto for the
discipline, provides a backdrop through which to reframe
contemporary uses. As an architectural tool, this wideranging medium mixes high and popular references and
offers a dynamic, inventive connection to cultural context.

1. Note. AA Archives, 1972.
2. Cut ‘n’ Paste: From Architectural Assemblage to Collage City; MoMA, 2014 (Permanent Collection at
MoMA, Walking City, 1961. )

“The ethos of collage shapes every aspect of contemporary
culture, from the glut of signs and images to the many
layers of digital information to the art of sampling.”
Collage utilizes sources that often can be situated within
a cultural context--as they are pulled from contemporary,
popular culture sources. Post-Digital architectural
collage is curated in a similar stylistic manner to late
twentieth century collage.
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001 CTN_
...but maybe understanding how different sensory elements contribute.
R-so those possiblities are very different. on the one hand you might seek to create
space in the way we have now. how we think of space. we think of it three-dimensionally.
maybe you propose something different then that. or, you talk about possibilities within
representation that take care of the narrative with a new technique, better than we can do
now. what is the problem?
K-The problem is that the tool is going ahead of the thinking. i think that it is possible
that the digital allows us to skip thinking. But that it doesn’t have to be that way...often
the tool precedes the thinking.
r-If that is the problem, what are you going to do about it? How can you define the problem.
K-the thinking needs to proceed the tool, right? So, the narrative needs to be broken down
into words. how do spatial entities or how does narrative cause us to make decisions, why
does this building need to be framed with a red sky? Why does this material need to have
concrete. So i think that the tool can (now) project feeling, compositionally, differently
than it has before. However, In some cases with this work, it is very easy to create space
without having context.
R-are These examples of thinking catching up with the tool, or are the tools going ahead of
the thinking?
K-Both.
R-So it sounded like when you talked about ‘realistic’.....
j-That probably isn’t the best image. This is hybrid. William O’BriAn might have been better.
J-Yes But No.
R-I don’t think this is realistic, but I understand what you’re getting at. The tendency
to use the tools to come up with realistic. Is that what you see is the problem. Are you
trying to explore ‘other’ ways of reprsesentation that let the thinking catch up with the
tool, compositionally.
K-In some context these are used to compositionally define the space. Realistically, the
tools think for the user (William o’Brian), but I am speculating that Digital tools allow
the user to not have to think.
R-Are you coming up with ‘six fantastic reprsentations’? Is that what you’re imagining?
K-No. My intention is that the tools are being used differently now. Digital tools are
changing. The techniques are changing. Space is being discussed differently in representation.
I don’t know how to articulate that yet, but that is what i want to articulate.
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II.
The digital era overturned all aspects of architecture,
and representation was no exception. The paradigm
shift ushered in new tools of building, visualizing, and
compositional development of architectural spaces
and drawing that did not exist prior to the 1980s. Such
instances enabled a design that wouldn’t have been
possible without digital technology.

The digital fully appeared in architecture when the first
generation of graphics capable desktop computers
(such as Hewlett-Packard’s HP9845 series in 1978)
encouraged engineers to experiment with programming
and therein introduced today’s use of digital technology. 6
Photoshop was created in 1988 by Thomas and John
Knoll. Since then, it has become the de facto industry
standard in raster graphics editing, such that the word
“photoshop” has become a verb as in “to Photoshop an
image,” “photoshopping”. Adobe Illustrator was first
developed for the Apple Macintosh in December 1986
(shipping in January 1987) as a commercialization
of Adobe’s in-house font development software and
PostScript format. 7

Greg Lynn, Architect and curator of the 2014 exhibition
Archaeology of the Digital (and later author of the book
by the same title), refers to the digital as the following-“The digital we refer to in this archaeology is not defined
by a pervasive use of technology, nor is it defined soley
by the use of computing power in the search for higher
efficiency and speed of production. 3 The digital we refer
to is defined by experimental projects and ideas from
a specific period of time, which engaged proactively in
the creation and use of digital tools to reach otherwise
inaccessible results.” 4 Frank Gehry, Peter Eisenman,
adn Chuck Hoberman were architects and academis
who became very early engagers with digital tools. The
following instances enabled a design that wouldn’t have
been possible otherwise, and were an extension of the
architect’s vision.
Designers were finally able to use computers and do
the work themselves in the late 1970’s. PCs gained
momentum as the CAD platform of choice. 5

3-7: Digital Archaeology is defined based on description and notes by author in text. Lynn’s archive
denotes era and defines ‘digital’ record according to authors.
Archaeology of the Digital, Greg Lynn, 2014.
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001_CTN
P-Can you go back to the definition of the post digtial?? Can you go further than that. Some
of what you showed us are overlays, sampling of photoshop with lines onto a digital model.
I’m wondering how the sampling from the internet is not in itself digital? Therefore, is it
even post-digital? What is the discrepency between the post digital and the digital? From
what I’m gathering, I think, is that (Unless I missed something) That the digital seemed
to be the model, in and of itself. Whereas post-digital had layers, and processes. I am
wondering about that.
K-So I defined the digital as simulation, imaging, to produce virtual forms, and structures.
The difference lies within how the computer is used as a tool within the digital. Rather,
than how the computer being the vehicle to use a tool. This might not answer your question,
but I would say digital...is...suggsets and articulates itself different way. we conventions
differently in the digital than in an anylog drawing. Those conditions are layering,
texture, perspective, (perspective can be used digitally of course), but the computer isn’t
necessarily an input-output scenario in the post-digital. Montage and collage have a greater
depth. They talk about the drawing like an anylog drawing. Compositionally. THis is very
clearly digital. I’m not suggestion that it needs to be hidden, I am suggesting this can be

Peter Eisenman Architects, Biocentrum, 1987

Speculative Digital
Digital Drawing

Location:
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Year: 1987
Client: J.W. Goethe University

Among the challenges that present themselves when
cataloguing and preserving digital art is the rate at which
technologies and media are rendered redundant and are
obsolete, a challenge that makes preserving the tools
used to create digital art forms as important as preserving
the art itself.
Furthermore, “As one explores the most avant-garde
projects from the 80s and 90s, [one] discovers the
evolution of architectural experimentation, from the
development of new software to the adoption of new
techniques, all in the aim of finding out how digital
technology negotiated the architectural obstacles and
challenges present in a given time period.” 8
The project on the right is Peter Eisenman’s Biozentrum,
a project curated for Lynn’s Archaeology of the Digital
at the CCA in Montreal. The project features one of the
earliest examples of computer aided design that explores
structural complexity in an experimental manner.
8: Quote by Lynn, Archaeology of the Digital, Greg Lynn, 2014, pg 89.

The architect Chuck Hoberman was writing his own
code in the 1980s—for projects like this expanding
aluminum sphere, completed in 1991.

001_CTN
K-Analog and textures can be composed. Scanning, searching, layering, downloading different
elements.
P-This is my struggle. In part and maybe others agree, many of the things are consequences
are part of the digital age.
J-I think the difference is that , you look at any post thing. It is not a rejection, it
is an opening up of other possibliities. Post-minimalism, for example, does not mean no
more sculpture. It means we will use other materials. We will react to a movement, is what
it means. Post-punk, allowing disco back in, etc. It is not necessarily saying that it is
not using the digital, in fact, it is entirely digital. anything you get off the internet
is probably digital. If you are opening up aspects of hybridization, collage (not digital,
pre-digital). It is post, it allows a new theory of production.
P-in your articulation of that, the posts you situate yourself within, often in ‘posts’,
there is something going on culturally...what is that here?

FORM, Greg Lynn, 2008.

Digital “Form”

The New Digital, Google Search, 2017

a“new” way to source
Google’s introduction to the Digital
World has again changed the language
of architectural representation.
24

Digital drawing now is concerned with inputs, layers, and
algorithms—drawings and a mature-digital understanding
of architecture have developed new terrain within digital
drawing, that can be defined within the technique and
theory of the post-digital. 9
So what is the hinge that allows the post-digital to
contribute to the conversation of representation within
the architectural discipline, as a movement that can
be classified simply as after digital? The notion of
architectural creativity has begun to shift—especially
because one no longer appears to know who exactly
produces or controls imagery.10

Google Search Engine Logo, 2017

9: Note. Architecture of the Algorithm, Mario Carpo, pg 92.
10: Interview. Architectural Design, Drawing Architecture, The Art of Drawing,
Mario Carpo, pg. 128.
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Transcript 002_
P-Often, there is not a defining break. Is there something that occurs, culturally, is there
a moment in which you have certain drawings appear. Can you talk about why the shift is
culturally, academically relevant?
K-the shift is using digital tools compositionally. It is sourcing. I wasn’t specific
before, it is a combination of the evolution of digital tools with big data. What addendum
would you make?
J-Digital architecture rejects anything non-computer based. But what this suggests is that we
reject the rejection, not the technique. Greg Lynn was against anything that wasn’t straight
out of the computer in the mid 90’s. This does not happen here. It is not necessarily an
alternative, it is an expansion. Post-modernism is an expansion of modernism....

Metropolis Magazine, ‘Architecture Goes PostDigital,’; March 2017

‘Seamless: Digital Collage and Dirty
Realism in Contemporary Architecture,
Jesus Vasalio’, December 2016
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Exquisite Corpse Symposium, Berlage
Institute, August 2016.

2
INTRODUCING:THE POST-DIGITAL

Post Digital : Published

I.Claim
II. Origins in Diciplinary Representation
III: Experiment A: Technique-Based Making
IV: Experiment B: Neutral Objects

Post-Digital architecture is gaining
momentum within the architectural
discipline. The discourse features
publications and symposium talks
that reference the changing attitude
toward representational and spatial
compositon.
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Transcript 002_
J-”You can be a little more how-to-do the drawing manual. Like you can be a little more
literal with this. There is an example of this by the artist, I dont know who, but how to
deconstruct a Lichtenstein, and it is truly extrordinary what is in these drawings. Going
and including to his own work, it is pulled to pieces. What you didn’t mention, and i think
this would help you, is how informed the drawings are. How developed are these processes? Key
moments. When was the a3 color-laser copier invented? That’s all I had. Sounds like we had
a really tough life. The A-3 was fantastic for my generation....not only are these watershed
moments in arch. drawing important, but they inform us. They go hand in hand. So much to
do with modernism, for example, is that isometric projection (which came from mechanical
techniques) goes with it. These things have a consequence in space. I don’t see you doing
this juxtoposition, yes (You did it a couple of times, Rossi, and the AA drawing...)” Could
be potentially very interesting....

San Cataldo Cemetery, Aldo Rossi

Aldo Rossi vs King Kong, by Jacopo Nori.

Aldo Rossi : Reappropriated
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I. C L A I M
The convention of drawing returns to architecture in
the post-digital, though the methods of production
have shifted toward reevaluation and reappropriation of
imagery, and a shift in technique that occurs in digital tools
that have populated architecture in the last two decades.
Current representational techniques are largely based in
collage-style work, imagery that is quickly generated by
use of “sourced” imagery. In contrast to the render, the
images empower speculation rather than one-to-one.
Therefore the image becomes as much of the client as of
the architect where both can project and construct their
own narratives.
The hinge, therefore, that defines the post-digital
as a paradigm shift within architecture (seen first in
architectural representation), is the ability to search
and download existing imagery i.e. ‘source material’,
and manipulate it by use of digital architectural tools
(programs).
As noted, the architectural tools themselves (Photoshop,
Illustrator, etc.) are derived digitally, though the way such
programs are used compositionally differs from that of
the digital era in architecture.
Digital-era work produced imagery and form generatively
(rendering engines, form script software, etc.) Within
the rising trend of the post-digital, architects return to
compositional strategies that are largely pre-digital in
nature (drawing-based,) however, they are using digital

29

‘Production/Reproduction, Living
Together’
Elsa Iturbe, 2015: Yale School of Architecture

‘Architectural Imagery and the
Architectural Edit’
Catrina Cruz, 2015; Architecture Association

The context of cultural circumstances
(immigration) and a study of periphery space is
represented through means of collage through
post-digital assemblage.

The project is composed of curated fragments
of popular culture. The mass production of
images of the same object motivate the concept
of assembly line within the work.

‘Implying the Possibility of Form or
Surface’
Caitlin Thissen, 2015; Yale Post-FAT Studio

‘Ideal Community-Post Digital
Assemblage’
Matthew Busschner, 2014; UIC

Drawings are an exploration of the indefinite,
where programmatic identity and power
are not explicitly assigned to ascertainable
architectural forms, so these drawings present
an alternate reading of spatial function

The image as polemical assemblage: this
project explores the seamless join that is
created when merging frameworks in the
computer--a surreal landscape is composed by
a a series of curated parts.
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II. O R I G I N S I N D I S C I P L I N A R Y
REPRESENTATION

technique &

The aim of the early analysis in this thesis was to understand
the evolution and impact of information flood in digital
based design. It is clear that ideation, representation, and
architectural construction were all affected by the “digital
turn”, and then its aftermath. It can be speculated upon
where said aftermath is leading architecture: it is the postdigital “turn”. The phenomenon began in institutional
design where ideation, representation, and architectural
construction were called to re-develop once again.10

assemblage

I am speculating that the post-digital fully appeared as a
phenomenon in academia at architectural institutions
after architects who used the practice hrough
architectural imagery (largely perspectival, speculative,
and supplementary to an architectural design). Certain
institutions developed a culture for what was then a
representational aesthetic, this referring to the previously
mentioned ‘return to collage’. The Architectural
Association, Harvard’s GSD, Yale, and the University of
Illinois at Chicago are all institutions that have cultivated
a diciplinary shift that has exploded into an output of
digital-work that is both illustrative, and informational. 11
Sam Jacob, architect, writer and critic. whose institutional
studio work contributes consistently to representational
qualities of the post-digital, through both techniuque
and theory. He may be regarded as one of the notable
diciplinary founders of the post-digital, through writing
and practice. 12
11.Metropolis Magazine, Architecture Goes Post-Digital, 2017.
12.Metropolis Magazine, Architecture Goes Post-Digital, 2017.
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002 CTN_
J-If that is your ambition You need to juxtapose examples where the tdrawing technique which
is, arguably, the issue of technique and thinking cannot be separated by your definition.
because people think through the drawing, not thinking a-priori and then going and creating
the drawing, you know? Then in that sense the drawing is just a realization of a statement.
Almost like a ‘we require this drawing’ here it is.
Your suggestion of course, is essentially that, those explorative drawings are a means
by which architecture can project to reality. it is ALL THEY HAVE, they are used to make
speculations about space. The history of architecture has a whole sequence of this. Where
the image is juxtaposed with the outcome. You can do this. You might put Kunsthenhall next
to the collages, and see what happened, what was the drawing, what was the space? I like
very much the way you unpack the drawing process.

Post Digital Collage, August 2016
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III. T E C H N I Q U E B A S E D M A K I N G
The first series of expiriments performed on this thesis
were done in order to determine the constraints of
technique-based making utilizing digital tools.

authorial control:
“The digitally enhanced horizontal integration of
actors and agencies in the design and production
process is already challenging the modern notion
of the architect’s full authorial control and
intellectual ownership of the end product. New
digital platforms for open-ended, interactive
collaboration may beget endless design variations,
revisions or versions, loss of design control and
of authorial recognition, and even, in the most
extreme cases, collective or anonymous results.”
Mario Carpo, Architecture of the Algorithm, pg:
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Transcript 002_
J-”You can be a little more how-to-do the drawing manual. Like you can be a little more
literal with this. There is an example of this by the artist, I dont know who, but how to
deconstruct a Lichtenstein, and it is truly extrordinary what is in these drawings. Going
and including to his own work, it is pulled to pieces. What you didn’t mention, and i think
this would help you, is how informed the drawings are. How developed are these processes? Key
moments. When was the a3 color-laser copier invented? That’s all I had. Sounds like we had
a really tough life. The A-3 was fantastic for my generation....not only are these watershed
moments in arch. drawing important, but they inform us. They go hand in hand. So much to
do with modernism, for example, is that isometric projection (which came from mechanical
techniques) goes with it. These things have a consequence in space. I don’t see you doing
this juxtoposition, yes (You did it a couple of times, Rossi, and the AA drawing...)” Could
be potentially very interesting....

Model Photographs, October 2016
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IV. N E U T R A L O B J E C T S
in order to conduct an analysis of the technique and
theory embedded in post-digital representation,
autonomous, neutral ‘objects’ were constructed to
imply spatial condition.

non-precious :
The process is typically rapid, intuitive, nonprecious but largely coposed by an understanding
of spatiality that is pre-digital in nature.

1. photograph
2. search
3. compose

35

Model Photograph

Post-Digital Result

The intention of this early experiment was to
demonstrate the ability to imply spatiality using
minimal intervention, found texture, and a rapid
technique of assemblage.

The digital tools used within this process were
a combination of Adobe Photoshop and Adobe
Illustrator. The hyperlinks from each ‘found material’
were recorded as a post-digital bibiliography entry.

Each ‘neutral object’ (white model) was photographed
using an iPhone, and textures were selected from a
filtered Google Image search. The result, though lowresolution, requires minimal intervention and proves
the power of the ability to download, manipulate, and
compose found imagery into a spatial compositon.

36

Post-Digital Result

Model Photograph
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

http://www.123rf.com/
photo_53274426_
board-formed-concretetexture.html

https://www.google.com/url?sa=
i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=ima
ges&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwiim_PC
nIfQAhXn3YMKHYp2AFwQjhw
IBQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
homestratosphere.com%2Fbackyardtree-ideas%2F&psig=AFQjCNEZYp
x7dvzjZCcmZQw71uyGuc5LrQ&u
st=1478078200677870
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http://www.
supertextures.co.uk/
sky/

Model Photograph

This intervention explores an expanded
documentation of the visualization
process used to complete the neutralobject excercise. The unbound hyperlinks
imply the necessity for an updated
documentation process within composing
images, a development that is purely postdigital in nature. Collage-style images are
not new, in fact, they originate within a a
pre-digital understanding of composing
space, however, the process has shifted to a
process that necessitates a user adaptation
related to the tool.

Post-Digital Result

hyperlink documentation
download process
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

http://st.depositphotos.
com/1269993/3336/
i/950/depositphotos_
33364651-Brown-papertexturestriped-background.jpg

https://www.google.com/se
arch?q=grunge+concrete+te
xture&espv=2&biw=1044&
bih=825&source=lnms&tbm
=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKE
wiVpqiJxIfQAhVHeSYKHR
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https://www.wikiart.org/
en/philip-guston/redpainting-1950

Your suggestion of course, is essentially that, those explorative drawings are a means
by which architecture can project to reality. it is ALL THEY HAVE, they are used to make
speculations about space. The history of architecture has a whole sequence of this. Where
the image is juxtaposed with the outcome. You can do this. You might put Kunsthenhall
next to the collages, and see what happened, what was the drawing, what was the space?
I like very much the way you unpack the drawing process.

Model Photograph

Post-Digital Result
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3
POST-DIGITAL SPACES
I.Claim
II.Experiment C: Compositional Spaces
III: Conclusion/Projective Analysis
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Elevational Composition-Study, November 2016

44

I. C L A I M
Post digital drawing can probe and test the limits and
constraints of digital architectrual representation in
and of itself, thus becoming a tool for disclosure within
the realm of three dimensional architectural space
making.

assembling space
How does the post-digital process shift from a
compositional technique to an assemblage of
spaces once “architectural” source content is
introduced to production?

Furthermore, the ability to search, save, refine, and
assemble architectural imagery and technical drawings
give visible shape to a forthcoming new age of post-digital
architectural representation that can be understood
within composited experiments within three dimensional
space. This begs the question, can the post-digital turn
in architectural representation challenge the necessity
to develop architecture from a unique origin within a
project?

45

Elevational Composition-Study, November
2016

Santa Maria Novella Elevation, Leon Battista
Alberti, 14th Century (Florence Italy)

Compositional Assemblage Process

Experimentation in one’s ability to
search, save, assemble, visits architectural
compositions that hold deeper implications
than a context-less texture. By introducing
architectural ‘facades’ as textural studies,
one automatically develops a narrative that
is referential to a specific context that exists,
potentially, as a built space. The elevational
composition said implication quite literally.
By collaging two-dimensional, yet by
definition ‘architectural’ found imagery,
the excercise begs the question, what
happens when collage explores a Cartesian
reality in three dimensions. Meaning that,
if one begins to compose space with found
architectural imagery, or even, architectural
construction drawings--how does the

dicipline change? How does the architect’s role
shift into the post-digital through developing
architectural forms?
The above composition sources a familiar
facade as the underlying “structure” of the
drawing. Leon Battista Alberti’s Santa Maria
Novella facade, canonically referred to as
perfectly dimensionsed; all of its parts are
bound to each other by the 1:2 ratio of the
musical Octave. The marble panels, which
produce a mosaic-like effect of discrete color
patches on medieval Italian church exteriors.
Using the rules of Alberti’s facade to produce
a contemporary re-assemblage introduces the
possibilty to source more thans furface texture
within the post-digital.
46

I. A S S E M B L E D S P A C E S
Extremely large architectural data sets may be
accessed and analyzed computationally within the
post-digital turn in order to reveal patterns, trends,
and associations that provide a framework for
developing architectural spaces.

data set
necessity to study architectural elements and
their potential combinations based on existing
data (in this case architectural imagery).
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Composite Axonometric & Composite Plan Scenario
Santa Maria Novella & The Robie House
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A.

B.

http://www.sacredarchitecture.org/articles/another_look_at_the_rood_screen_in_the_italian_renaissance

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/749

Source Imagery
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Composite Axonometric & Composite Plan Scenario
Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza & Villa Savoye
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A.

B.

http://www.radford.edu/rbarris/art216upd2012/Baroque%20architecture.html

http://www.archdaily.com/84524/ad-classics-villa-savoye-le-corbusier

Source Imagery
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Composite Axonometric & Composite Plan Scenario
Contemporary High Rise/Box Store
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

A. https://en.wikiarquitectura.com/index.php/Bacardi_Office_Building_in_Santiago_de_Cuba

E. http://www.archdaily.com/330700/ad-classics-chicago-federal-center-mies-van-der-rohe

B. http://www.archdaily.com/117921/ad-classics-ibm-building-mies-van-der-rohe

F. http://www.firstfederalplaza.com/images/std_floorplan.gif

C. http://www.e-architect.co.uk%2Fimages%2Fjpgs%2Fnew_york%2hearst_tower_groundlevel.jpg#id=yst0&iurl=http%3A%2F%2Fimg.
docstoccdn.com%2Fthumb%2Forig%2F134430511.png&action=click

G. http://www.archdaily.com/67599/ad-classics-john-hancock-center-som/5037e49a28ba0d599b0002c0-ad-classics-john-hancock-center-som-pl
an

D. http://www.archdaily.com/330700/ad-classics-chicago-federal-center-mies-van-der-rohe

H. http://www.archdaily.com/61162/ad-classics-lever-house-skidmore-owings-merrill

Source Imagery

A.
A. https://en.wikiarquitectura.com/index.php/Bacardi_Office_Building_in_Santiago_de_Cuba

Source Imagery
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4
POST-DIGITAL SPACES:
MUSEUMESQUE
I.Claim
II.Experiment D: Post-Digital ‘Elements’
III: Conclusion/Projective Analysis
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One-Hundred Museums, February 2017.
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I. C L A I M
The museum was used as a case study typology. Onehundred drawings of one-hundred museums were
downloaded, archived, reproduced, and manipulated
in order to produce new combinations of pieces of
architectural elements from “sourced” data.
The intention was to prove that the ability to download,
scale, manipualte and ultimately reproduce architectural
elements rapidly and using architectural information
downloaded from the internet is a contemporary paradigm
shift within architecture that provides new possiblies for
the role of the architect, and the way the architect utilizes
architectural imagery to make architectural spaces.
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Getty Museum Site Plan, Richard Meier
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Museums arrange the world according to the changing
way we see it: from Renaissance memory theatres
and Baroque cabinets of curiosity, via Enlightenment
typologies, to Modernist theologies and the current
vogue for environmental contextualism.

museum-esque
compositional and spatial sourcing of a
“known” (the museum).

1. strategic organizational patterning
2. institutional function
3. rich disciplinary aesthetic
4. preservation, accessibility, movement
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Despite the atmosphere of difference that characterizes
the contemporary debate over the definition of the
digital condition, there is shared agreement that the
post-digital indeed reigns as the contemporary era that
establishes itself as after-digital. From this known I will
attempt to examine the influence of extremely large data
sets characterized in search-based consumption that may
be analyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends,
and associations within not only architectural imagery,
but the development of post-digital architectural spatial
constructs as well.

architecture elements
the following excercise takes ‘elements’ from the
‘sourced’ architectural data and reinterprets
it with excercises based in the foundation of
architectural elements.

61

sourced from architectural imagery | scale_multi-scalar
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Alcove: a recess in a room, sometimes screened off by
pillars, balustrades, partition, or drapery. How does
architecture change when the alcove is considered rather
than as a non-space/side-space, but rather as as a spatial
condition wherein one predominately spends their time.
Therefore, the architecture of the alcovular space, thus
becomes primary.

the alcove
how do you make an architectural drawing from
only alcove spaces?

By compressing all of the functions of institutional space
into the wall, the resultant spaces are allowed to be
empty, freed from infrastructural requirements, clearing
the rest of the space for gallery function. The possibility
reorganizes itself into a highly specific cabinet of function
and labor, which introduces the gallery or the work as a
centerpiece for a restructuring of institutional space.
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la louvre | south elevation

un-flattened
elevation

folded intervention
sourced from architectural imagery | scale_multi-scalar
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An arcade is a succession of arches, each counterthrusting the next, supported by columns, piers, or a
covered walkway enclosed by a line of such arches on
one or both sides. Particularly within the nature of the
exterior European arcade, on the exterior, they are
usually featured as part of the walkways that surround the
courtyard and cloisters.

the enfilade
how can you reappropriate the enfilade? It no
longer serves as in-transit space, rather, a porous
enclosure.

Typically in the Museum-esque, the arcade is featured
to flank a walkway (as noted). But what if the possibility
existed where the arcade is sourced as a porous enclosure;
the arcade becomes the space, thus redefining the nature
of the architectural element; a new typology is developed
to utilize the arcade as an enclosure rather than succession
of open parts.
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Palladio | Gestalt

Palladio | Gestalt
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“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”, and thus
used when explaining Gestalt Theory. Gestalt psychology
is an attempt to understand the laws behind the ability
to acquire and maintain meaningful perceptions in an
apparently chaotic world. The central principle of gestalt
psychology is that the mind forms a global whole with selforganizing tendencies.

gesalt
whole vs. parts

Using said principles of perception as a primer, the
project investigates potential readings and misreadings of
volume, mass, and figure. With human proportions and
activities in mind, a set of revolves and two-way extrusions
are created as building blocks for inhabitation.
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Found Hatch, Sourced Architectural Imagery
Footprint: Liebskind Jewish Museum, Berlin, Germany.

Graphic Interruption, Three-Dimensional
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Hatching (hachure in French) is an artistic technique used
to create tonal or shading effects by drawing (or painting
or scribing) closely spaced parallel lines. (It is also used
in monochromatic heraldic representations to indicate
what the tincture of a “full-colour” emblazon would be.)
When lines are placed at an angle to one another, it is
called cross-hatching. Digitally, a hatch fills an enclosed
area or selected objects with a hatch pattern, solid fill, or
gradient fill.

the hatch
how can a hatch be used three dimensionally
to define space teexturally? Can one extrude a
dot? Can one take a section of a crosshatch?

Post-digitally the ‘hatch’ is re-evaluated in a post-CAD
age. The hatch is utilized three dimensionally to define
space, a textural ‘found’ element.
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a layer of enfilade.
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“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”, and thus
used when explaining Gestalt Theory. Gestalt psychology
is an attempt to understand the laws behind the ability
to acquire and maintain meaningful perceptions in an
apparently chaotic world. The central principle of gestalt
psychology is that the mind forms a global whole with selforganizing tendencies.

the arcade
layered structure and moving spaces.

Using said principles of perception as a primer, the
project investigates potential readings and misreadings of
volume, mass, and figure. With human proportions and
activities in mind, a set of revolves and two-way extrusions
are created as building blocks for inhabitation.
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Museo Prada | ‘Continuous Enfilade’ OMA
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Plans are a set of drawings or two-dimensional diagrams
used to describe a place or object, or to communicate
building or fabrication instructions. Usually plans are
drawn or printed on paper, but they can take the form of
a digital file.

the interruption
how can a structure be interrupted scalarly?

How can a user insert onself post-digitally into an
existing piece of architecture/architectural space.
SOURCE: OMA ‘Continuous Enfilade’ | Museo Prada
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New National Gallery, London England

New Plan
National Gallery London
Plan as Section | Section as Plan

1

TWO DIMENSIONAL SOURCE_
PLAN TO SECTION
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Plans are a set of drawings or two-dimensional diagrams
used to describe a place or object, or to communicate
building or fabrication instructions. Usually plans are
drawn or printed on paper, but they can take the form of
a digital file.

re-sourcing the drawing
plan as section
section as plan
elevation as axonometric...
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Tabula Rasa :
Museum-esque
final project:

The tabula rosa is translated as “blank slate”.
Here the table acts as a mechanism by which
“sourced” material can be literally displayed
as a field of information the author can pull
from. Here the “Tabula” serves as a visual
display of the ‘field of information’ and reassembled architectural parts. The result is a
chaotic and “post-digital” data-set. Infinitely
large.
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Table Detail, May 2017.
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Table Detail, May 2017.
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Table Detail, May 2017.
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Table Detail, May 2017.
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CONCLUSION
The intention of this project was to prove that the
ability to download, scale, manipualte and ultimately
reproduce architectural elements rapidly and using
architectural information downloaded from the internet
is a contemporary paradigm shift within architecture
that provides new possiblies for the role of the architect,
and the way the architect utilizes architectural imagery
to make architectural spaces.
In order to truly understand the use, relevance, and
possibilities of the post-digital within the contemporary
architectural discourse, I have indeed found it necessary
to define the technique in which source-based making
occurs. Furthermore, it has been necessary to understand
the post-digital beyond technique.
What is new? One’s ability to source, a lack of authorial
control, and an establishment of making that is
compositional beyond the 2-D.
The post-digital is indeed a paradigm shift. My attempt to
define it as such begins at its origins and has attempted to
examine its disciplinary affects.
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